GODIVA DRAW YOU IN WITH A BRASS TRIMMED GLASS THAT SHOWPIECES THEIR CHOCOLATES

THERE IS A WOOD TRIM DETAIL AROUND THE STORE AS WELL- MADE TO LOOK LIKE ENGRAVED CHOCOLATE

THEY USE WHITE LAQUER TABLETOPS ON METAL BASES SPRAY PAINTED IN BRASS

THEY ALSO HAVE METAL BASKETS THROUGHOUT

THERE ARE DISPLAY SHELVES LINING THE WALLS. THE BACK IS A MOCHA COLORED WOOD LAMINATE AND THE SHELVES ARE WHITE LACQUER

THEY ARE BACK LIT TO CREATE A POP
THE COUNTERS ARE MADE OF GRANITE

THE BACKSPLASH IS SUBWAY TILE WITH A GOLD GILDED GODIVA LOGO ON IT

THE COUNTERS ARE LIT UP PLANKING EACH SIDE OF THE CHOCOLATE DISPLAY COUNTER- WHICH IS MADE OF MOCHA WOOD LAMINATE

THERE ARE PENDENT LIGHTS ABOVE THE SALES COUNTER
12x12 Floor Laminate Stone Tiles

Dry Wall Ceiling with Recessed Lighting

The door and back wall have a horizontal stripe white trim that adds a point of interest and detail, the walls are painted white.

They used laminate wood display boxes and wrapped them to add some color and change for the seasons.